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Alvin Ailey (1931–89) is arguably the most important black American choreographer
in the short history of modern dance. He created a body of dance works
that shaped African American participation in American modern dance during
the thirty-year period before his death. The company he founded in 1958, the
Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater, has grown from a small pick-up company
of seven or eight dancers to a large, carefully managed, internationally renowned
enterprise including several ensembles of dancers and a thriving school. This
study of Ailey’s dances illuminates the dual achievement of Ailey as an artist and
as an arts activist committed to developing an African American presence in
concert dance.

As my title suggests, I propose that Ailey encoded aspects of African American
life and culture in concert dance. These “aspects”—aesthetic imperatives
termed “Africanisms” by cultural theorists1—flourish in the movements of
dancers Ailey worked with; they are also embedded within the very choreography
Ailey made. They emerge in compositional strategies, choices of music,
structuring of performance, casting, and approach to company operations. This
study explores particular examples of how Ailey captured black experience in
terms of concert dance.
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Automatic Speech Recognition on Mobile Devices and over Communication Networks (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2008
The remarkable advances in computing and networking have sparked an enormous interest in deploying automatic speech recognition on mobile devices and over communication networks. This trend is accelerating.

This book brings together leading academic researchers and industrial practitioners to address the issues in this emerging realm and...
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Fundamentals of Electrical EngineeringMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Rizzoni's Fundamentals of Electrical Engineering provides a solid overview of the electrical engineering discipline that is especially geared toward the many non-electrical engineering students who take this course. The book was developed to fit the growing trend of the Intro to EE course morphing into a briefer, less...
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Final Cut Express 4 Editing WorkshopFocal Press, 2008
Go beyond the mechanics of Final Cut Express 4--learn how to edit with it! More than a button-pushing manual--this workshop give you firsthand experience with the art and technique of editing. You develop a working knowledge with nineteen tutorials that cover each and every essential, including: 

* setting up your system and...
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Rails CookbookO'Reilly, 2007
Rails Cookbook is packed with the solutions you need to be a proficient developer with Rails, the leading framework for building the new generation of Web 2.0 applications.  Recipes range from the basics, like installing Rails and setting up your development environment, to the latest techniques, such as developing RESTful web services....
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Model, Rig, Animate with 3ds max 7New Riders Publishing, 2005
With the addition of Character Studio 4an advanced animation  toolset previously available only as a $1,500 plug-in3ds max 7 provides  unparalleled character animation functionality. Here to ensure that you start  taking advantage of it immediately is the first guide to focus on just that  aspect of 3ds max 7. Simple step-by-step...
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Tourism, Urbanization, and the Evolving Periphery of the European UnionPalgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book explores travel, tourism, and urban development at the edges of Europe from the 1970s until the present. It compares tourism-spurred urban growth in Spain and Bulgaria, showing how development in Southern Europe after the fall of dictatorships provided a model for integrating post-socialist Europe in the 1990s. It analyzes the...
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